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INTRODUCTION 
There has been a series of works recently describing the structure of a 
ring R with involution t when various subsets of its symmetric or skew 
symmetric elements are assumed to be regular or invertible, or nilpotent 
[4, 6, 9, 13-151. In particular, if all the symmetric elements are regular or 
nilpotent, and R is prime with no nil right ideals, then a necessary and 
sufficient condition for R to be “well behaved” is a certain left-right symmetry 
condition. Specifically, with the above hypotheses on R, R is a domain or an 
order in a four-dimensional simple algebra if and only if the following holds: 
For any x E R, XX* = 0 implies X*X = 0 [13]. The same condition has also 
arisen in studying symmetric units [lo, Theorem 61. The work in this paper 
was motivated by a desire to examine this condition by itself. 
There are two obvious ways in which a ring could satisfy the desired 
condition. First of all, it may happen that xx* is never 0, for any x # 0 in R. 
This is a kind of “positive-definiteness” assumption about the involution, 
and has been studied by Herstein in [6]. The other trivial possibility is that 
xx* = x*x for all x E R. Such “normal” rings have also been studied. 
Maxwell has considered such algebras of matrices [12], and more generally, 
Amitsur has studied identities in rings with involution of the form 
p(xl ,..., x,; x1* ,..., cc,*), where p is a polynomial in 2n indeterminates [l]. 
Clearly p(x; x*) = XX* - X*X is a special case, and it is an immediate 
consequence of Amitsur’s results that a prime ring satisfying p(x; x*) E 0 
must be an order in a four-dimensional simple algebra. 
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It is proved in this paper that, if R is prime satisfying xx* = 0 implies 
x*x = 0, then the only two possibilities for R are the two just described: xx* 
is never 0 or R is “normal.” 
The method of proof is of independent interest, as it relies on a structure 
theorem for prime rings with involution whose central closures have a minimal 
one-sided ideal. The theorem is a kind if infinite-dimensional Faith-Utumi 
theorem, and extends to rings with involution a recent result of Smith 
[16, Lemma 6, and Corollary 11. Smith proved that if the central closure of R 
acts on the minimal one-sided ideal V with commuting ring D, then for every 
positive integer n < dim, V, there exists a subring E of D such that R 
contains a subring isomorphic to the n x n matrices over E. Moreover 
EC = D, where C is the extended centroid of R. The difficulty when R has 
an involution is to produce appropriate subrings which are closed under the 
involution. The proof given here is based on Smith’s method, but also uses 
the relationship between primitive rings with involution and Hermitian and 
alternate scalar products. 
Using the structure theorem, we are also able to obtain more straight- 
forward proofs of some of the results on regular and nilpotent elements 
mentioned above. The advantage is that it enables one to work entirely within 
the prime ring itself, and avoids the difficulty of showing that hypotheses on R 
are inherited by the central closure. 
In all that follows, R will denote a ring with involution *. An element x E R 
is symmetric if x* = x, and skew-symmetric if x* = -x. The traces are the set 
T = (x + x* 1 x E R}, and the skew-traces are defined by KT = {x-x* 1 x E R). 
By a *-subring of R, we will mean a subring which is closed under the 
involution. We will say that the involution is positive-definite if xx* # 0 
for all x # 0 in R, and we will say that R is normal if xx* = x*x, for all 
XER. 
Finally, if R is any ring, R, will mean the ring of all n x n matrices over R, 
and an element of R will be called regular if it is not a zero divisor. 
1. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
Before beginning the proof of the theorem, we summarize some needed 
facts about the relationship between dense rings of linear transformations, 
involutions, and scalar products. 
Let V be a left vector space over a division ring D, and assume that D has 
an involution OL -+ 5. Let ( , ): V x V + D denote a nondegenerate 
Hermitian or alternate scalar product on V. L(V) will denote the ring of all 
continuous linear trnasformations on V (that is, those transformations which 
have an adjoint re ( , )), and F(V) will d enote the subring of all transforma- 
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tions in L(V) of finite rank. The adjoint mapping T + T*, for T a linear 
transformation, is an involution on the rings L( V) and F( V). 
If the scalar product is Hermitian, then for any nondegenerate finite- 
dimensional subspace V, of V, we may find an orthogonal basis (v~ ,..., v,} 
for V,; that is (vi, vj) = Z&d, where di = ;Ei ED, i, j = l,..., n. Write VoL 
for the orthogonal complement of V,, in V; V = V, @ VOL. Now, for any 
matrix A = (aii) E D, , define a linear transformation TA on V by TA: 
vi + & orijvj and TA: u+ 0 for v E V,,l. Clearly TA E F( V), and thus F(v) 
contains a subring Rcn) g D, . Moreover, the adjoint is an involution on 
D, , and is given simply by A* = r&-l, where A” is the conjugate transpose 
of A and y is the matrix of the scalar product. We will refer to such an 
involution as an involution of transpose type. 
In the alternate case, D is a field, and the mapping c1+ Cu. on D is the identity. 
If V,, is any nondegenerate finite-dimensional subspace of V (necessarily 
of even dimension 2m), then there exists a basis {ur , v,; ua , aa;...; u, , v,} 
of V, such that (ui , vi) = 1, (vi , ui) = -1, and all other inner products 
are zero. Using this basis and V,,l, we may define linear transformations as 
in the Hermitian case to see that F(V) contains a subring Rtzm) E D,, . 
The involution corresponding to the adjoint in this case is just the symplectic 
involution. That is, A* = yATy-l, where y is the matrix of the scalar 
product and where, if A = (Aij) is written as an m x m matrix of 2 x 2 
blocks, AT = (Aji), transpose on the blocks [8, p. 0.101. 
We will use in a crucial way a result of Kaplansky [7, p. 831 which states 
that if R is a primitive ring with involution and a minimal one-sided ideal, 
then for some vector space V over a division ring D, there exists a nondegene- 
ate Hermitian or alternate form on V such that * on R is the adjoint with 
respect to the scalar product, and such that F(V) C R CL(V). From the 
previous discussion, it follows that for every n (or 2m) < dim, V, R 
contains a complete matrix ring D, (or Dzm) which is invariant under c. 
We next need a few properties of the central closure RC of a prime ring R. 
Each element of RC is an equivalence class [U, f], where U is an ideal of R 
and f : U + R is a right R-module homomorphism, and [U, f] = [V, g] if 
and only if f and g agree on some nonzero ideal W C U n V. C, the extended 
centroid of R, is the center of the ring of all such equivalence classes, and 
is a field. Also, given any x E RC, there exists an ideal U of R such that 
0 # XU C R [3, pp. I-21. One more fact we will need is that if R has 
an involution, this involution can be extended to RC in a natural way [2]. 
Now assume that R is a prime ring whose central closure Q = RC has a 
minimal right ideal. Since Q is prime, it is primitive, and so if e is a primitive 
idempotent, D = eQe is the commuting ring of Q acting on the right ideal 
eQ. Moreover, since the centroid of Q is just C [3], the center of D is isomor- 
phic to C. 
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LEMMA 1. Let R, Q = RC, e, and D be as above. Then for any nonxero 
ideal I of R, such that Ie 2 R, the ring E = eIe is an order in D and satis$es 
EC = D. 
Proof. First note that E # 0 since RC is prime. Now EC = eICe > 
eIRCe 2 eIeDe = D, and thus D = EC. 
Now for any ci ,..., clc E C, there exists an ideal U of R such that 0 # ciU _C 
R, for all i. Thus cieUIe = e(c,U)Ie c eRIe 2 ele = E, and so u’ = eUIe 
is an ideal of E such that ciu’ C E, for all i = l,..., K. It follows that there 
exists some u E U’ such that c(u = ai E E, or that ci = a@, for i = I,..., h. 
Now choose any d E D. Since D = EC, d = xi eici , where ei E E and 
ci E C. By the above remarks, d = C eiaiu-l = (C eiai) u-l, where C eiai 
and u are both in E. Thus E is an order in D. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is based on the proof of [3, Corollary 3, p. 71 in 
which it is proved (although not stated explicitly) that if RC is simple Artinian, 
then R is an order in RC. 
We also remark that, by Lemma 1, the subrings E in Smith’s theorem are 
actually orders in D. 
We can now prove the structure theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let R be a prime ring with involution * such that the cetnral 
closure Q = RC has a minimal one-sided ideal, and extend t to Q. Let Q act 
densely on the vector space V over D, where V has a nondegenerate Hermitian 
or alternate scalar product. Then either Case 1 or Case 2 occurs: 
Case 1 (The Hermitian case). For every positive integer n < dim, V, 
there exists a *-subring R(“) of R and an order E(n) in D such that 
(1) RcnJ is an order in D, , and (Ecn)), C Rtn) C D, , 
(2) * on Rtn) coincides with an involution of transpose type on D, . 
Case 2 (The alternate case). For every positive even integer n = 2m < 
dim, V, there exists a *-subring Rtn) of R and an order Efn) in D such that 
(1) Rtn) z (E(*)), , 
(2) * on R(“) coincides with the symplectic involution on (E(n))n. 
Moreover, in either case, if V, is any nondegenerate subspace of I’ of 
dimension n, then Rcn) can be chosen so that I’, * lit*) C V,, and V,,l . Rtn) = 
(0). 
Proof. In order to relate elements in Q to those in R, we need an explicit 
representation of the scalar product as multiplication in Q. We separate the 
two cases. 
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Case 1. In this case, Q contains a primitive symmetric idempotent 
e = e* = ea. Let V = eQ, W = V* = Qe, and D = eQe. Q acts by right 
multiplication on V, and the scalar product can be defined by (v, w) = 
VW* E D, where v, w E V. Let V,, be a nondegenerate subspace of V of dimen- 
sion 1z, and let {vr ,..., v,} be an orthogonal basis for V, . If (vi , vi) = di , let 
wi = dclvi , i = l,..., n. Then the {vi} and {wi} are dual bases in the sense 
that (vi , wj) = aij , all i, j. One then has a set of elements eii EQ, which 
behave like matrix units, by defining v . eij = (v, wi) vj , for all v E V. 
We can now mimic Smiths construction [16, Lemma 61. For any d E D, the 
linear transformation eii * d is defined as follows: 
v * (eij . d) = (v, wi) dvj for all v E V. 
By taking appropriate intersections of ideals, wk may find an ideal U = lJ* 
ofRsuchthatO#w,*UCR,O#eUCR,O# Uv,CR,andO# UeCR, 
all i = I,..., n. Then let I = U2 # 0, and let Efn) = eIe. By Lemma 1, 
EC”) is an order in D. 
Now for any 01 E Etn), we claim that eii . 01 E R, for all ;,i. It will suffice to 
show this when 01 is of the form exye, where x, y E U. Choose v E V. Then 
v(eij . ~2) = (V, Wi> OlVj = VWi*cUVj = vw,*exyevj = VWi*XyVj . 
That is, eij . 01 is just right multiplication by wi*xyvj , which is in R by 
construction. Thus, R contains a subring isomorphic to (E(n)), . 
Now let Rtn) = (r E R j Y = Ci,j eij . olij , where olij E D}. From the 
discussion preceding Lemma 1, it is clear that the adjoint on D, is an involu- 
tion of transpose type, which coincides with * in R. Thus, if Y E R(n), r* 
is again an element of the same form, and so Rcn) is a *-subring of R. Since 
Rtn) 2 (Ecn)), , and EC”) is an order in D, RcnJ is an order in D, . 
Case 2. In this case, Q contains no primitive symmetric idempotents. 
It is not difficult to show, using this fact, that there exists a minimal right 
ideal p = eQ such that xx* = 0, for all x E p. Let V = eQ, W = V* = 
Qe”, and D = eQe. Now since Q is prime, eQe* # 0 so we may choose 
v,, = ebe* # 0. Using the minimality of Qe*, we have Qv,, = Qe*. Now for 
any x, y E Q with exy*e* # 0, we also have Qexy*e* = Qe* = Qv,, , and so 
exy*e* E eQvo = Dv, . We may therefore define the scalar product as follows: 
For any v, w E V, let (v, w) = 01, where VW* = avO E Dv, . This is a non- 
degenerate, alternate scalar product on V. 
Note also that if OL ED, then c~s = vOol* (this can be shown by using the 
fact that xx* = 0, for all x EeQ). 
Let V. be a nondegenerate subspace of V of dimension n = 2m. We may 
choose a basis 
@I, Vl ; u2 ,v2 ;-.;%n,%J 
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of V,, such that (ut , vi) = 1, (vi , ui) = -1, and all other scalar products 
are zero. By appropriate renaming, we can find dual bases {zi ,..., za,,J and 
@I ,**., warn} in V such that (zg , wi) = aij (for example, let zi = ui , 
za = vr , wi = vi and wa = ur). Then, as in the Hermitian case, we can 
construct matrix units eij , i, j = l,..., 2m in Q given by v . eii = (v, wi> xj , 
for all i, j. For any d E D, the linear transformation eii . d is defined as before. 
Now, using v,, = ebe* and the minimality of eQ, we have eQ = v,,Q = 
vse*Q. Thus we may write zi = v,,xi , where xi E e*Q, for each i = l,..., 2m. 
By taking appropriate intersections of ideals, there exists an ideal U of R 
such that O#xj*UcR, OfeUCR, Of Uw,CR, and O# UeCR, 
for all i = I,..., 2m. As before let I = U2 and let EC”) = eIe. Then EWZ’ = 
D = C and Efn) is an order in C by Lemma 1. 
We claim that for any 01 E Etn), eij . 01 E R. Choose any v E V. Then 
v(eij . a) = (v, wi)axj = (v, wi) qxj 
Zzz (v, Wij qp*xj = vwi*o1*xj . 
By construction, xi%wi E R, and thus (xj*~wi)* = wi*a*xj E R. That is, 
eij . OL is just right multiplication by an element of R. Thus R contains a 
subring R(*) g (E(n))lE . Since the adjoint on (E(n))n is just the symplectic 
involution, which involves no scalars in D, R(*) itself is a *-subring of R. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Let R be a prime ring with * whose central closure has a 
minimal one-sided ideal. Then either R is a Goldie ring, or for every positive 
integer n, R contains a *-s&ring R (la) which is a prime Goldie ring of Goldie 
dimnsion > n. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 1 and Kaplansky’s theorem. The Rtn) 
are Goldie rings of Goldie dimension n since they are orders in D, _ 
COROLLARY 2. Let R be a prime ring with * satisfying a generalized poly- 
nomial identity. Then either R satis$es a polynomial identity (PI), or for every 
positive integer n, R contains a *-subring Rtn) which is a prime PI ring of PI 
degree > n. 
Proof. By a theorem of Martindale on generalized polynomial identities 
[ll], RC is primitive one-sided ideal V, and the commuting ring D (of RC 
on V) is finite-dimensional over its center C. If dim, V < 03, then R satisfies 
a polynomial identity. If not, then we may apply Theorem 1 to construct the 
rings R(fi) for arbitrarily large n. Since Rcn) has the same PI degree as D, , 
and dim, D, = n2(dim, D), Rcn) will have PI degree 3 n. 
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2. RINGS IN WHICH xx* = 0 IMPLIES x*x = 0 
In this section we prove the theorem mentioned in the Introduction: If R 
is a prime ring in which XX * = 0 implies x*x = 0, for any x E R, then 
either R is normal or the involution is positive definite. 
In order to apply Theorem 1, we will show that the central closure of R has 
a minimal one-sided ideal. Although this could be done by applying 
Martindale’s theorem on generalized polynomial identities, the identity that 
arises here is so special that a direct proof is quite easy. Also a direct proof 
provides the additional information (needed later) that the commuting ring 
is a field. The proof of the lemma is due to Herstein and will appear in [SJ. 
We give it here for completeness. 
LEMMA 2 [5]. Let R be a prime ring with a # 0 in R such that axaya = 
ayaxa, for all x, y E R. Then Q = RC is a primitive ring with minimal right 
ideal V, and the commuting ring of Q on V is C. Moreover, considered as a linear 
transformation on V, a has rank 1. 
Proof. Fixing x, we have (axa) ya = ay(axa), for all y E R, and thus for 
ally E Q = RC. By a lemma of Martindale ([Ill or [3, p. 2]), axa and a are 
linearly dependent over C. Thus axa = x(x)a, where X(X) E C, for all x E R. 
Using Q = RC, we see that aQa c Cu. 
Since Q is prime, ay,a # 0 for some y,, E Q, and so ay,a = ha where X # 0. 
Letting x0 = h-‘ya , ax,,a = a, and hence e = ax, is an idempotent. 
Also, eQe = ax,Qax, = Cax,, = Ce E C, a field, and thus V = eQ is a 
minimal right ideal of Q. The commuting ring is just eQe s C, and clearly 
Q is primitive, since it is prime. Since Vu = eQe = eQea Z Cea, where 
ea E l’, a must have rank 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let R = F, , where F is a$eld. Assume that R has an involution 
* and satisfies the condition xx * = 0 implies x*x = 0, for any x E R. Then if * 
is not positive definite on R, R is normal and R = F, with the symplectic 
involution. 
Proof. We first show that * can not be of transpose type. For the sake of 
simplicity, the proof is only given for n = 2, but the same proof works for 
n > 2. Let 01+ G be an automorphism of period < 2 on F. Then for any 
where a = d;‘d, . Now if * is not positive definite, AA* = 0 for some 
A + 0. AA* = 0 gives that aa + & = 0 = &CC + dd. If A # 0, then 
either a + 0 or c # 0 (otherwise b = d = 0 also). Say that a # 0 and let 
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ab 
BI= 00’ i 1 Then B* = a 0 ( > a6 0 ’ and so BB* = 0. However, BB” = 
( 1 
f” z # 0, which is a contradiction. 
We may thus assume that * is symplectic. Here we wish to show that n = 2. 
If not, say that n = 4. The proof in this case works for all n 3 4. Let 
Then 
One can easily check that AA* = 0 but that A*A # 0. Thus it must be 
that n < 2. Also, it can be easily verified that if n = 2, R is normal in this case. 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a prime ring with * such that xx* = 0, for any x E R, 
implies that X*X = 0 also. Then either 
(1) * is positive dejkite (xx* # 0, for all x # 0), or 
(2) R is normal (xx * =x*x,forallx)andRisanorderinF,,the2x2 
matrices with symplectic involution. 
Proof. We assume that R is not an order in F, with the symplectic 
involution. Now since R2 is an ideal of R, if R2 were an order in F, , R would 
be also. Thus we may assume that R2 is not an order in F, , with the sym- 
plectic involution. 
Now assume also that * is not positive definite, and so there exists x # 0 
in R such that xx* # 0. Note that since Rx # 0, we may actually choose 
x E R2. Since R2 is a prime ring with *, by [4, Theorem 11, R2 must contain 
a symmetric nilpotent element unless R2 is an order in F, and all symmetric 
elements are central. This can happen only in the symplectic case, which we 
are excluding. Thus, R2 must contain an element a = a* # 0 such that 
a2 = 0. 
Now for any r E R, ra + ar * = 0, and thus by the hypothesis on R, 
ur*ra = 0. Linearizing on R, we see that a(x*y + y*x)a = 0, for all 
x,y E R; that is, a(z + z*)a = 0, for all z E R2. Then aza = -az*a. Let 
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z = way, where w, y E R2. Then (away)a = -a(way)*a = -ay*aw*a = 
-ayawa, for all w, y E R2. 
If the characteristic of R is not 2, we may let y = w to see that awawa = 
-awawa = 0. Using this fact, by multiplying the equation awaya = -ayawa 
on the right by wa, we see that awayawa = 0, for ally, w E R2. Since R2 is 
a prime ring, awa = 0 for all w E R2, and so a = 0, a contradiction. 
Therefore, we may assume from now on that R has characteristic 2. In this 
case, awaya = ayawa for all w, y E R2. By applying Lemma 2, we see that 
Q = RT has a minimal right ideal V, with commuting ring C, a field, and a 
has finite rank. Let V,, be any finite-dimensional nondegenerate subspace of V 
such that Vu C V, and V,,la = (0). Since a2 = 0, we must have n = 
dim, V,, >, 2. Now let a be represented by a matrix in C, which acts on V, . 
By Theorem 1, there exists an order E in C such that En _C R2, where E, acts 
on V, . Thus, given any x E C, , there exists some 01 # 0 in C such that 
xa E E,, C R2. If for x F C, , xx* = 0, then (~xx)(x~)* = xx*ol(y = 0, and so 
since x01 E R, we must have (X,)*X, = 0 = &ZX*X = 0. Thus x*x = 0, and 
C, satisfies the hypothesis on R. But now, by Lemma 3, either “F is positive 
definite on C, (an impossibility since a E C,) or n = 2 and C, has the 
symplectic involution. Thus dim, V, = 2, for any V,, , which can only 
happen if dim, V = 2, and R2C g C, . But then R2 is an order in C, (see 
the remark following Lemma l), which is a contradiction. Thus, the theorem 
is proved. 
One would hope that some version of Theorem 2 would be true when R 
is only assumed to be semiprime; for example, that R must be a subdirect 
product of prime rings with * which are either positive definite or normal. 
However, this is not the case, as is seen by the following example. Let D be 
a noncommutative division ring, and let R = D @ Do, where Do is the 
opposite ring of D. Give R the exchange involution; that is, (a, b”)* = (b, a”). 
Then R satisfies the condition xx * = 0 implies x*x = 0, for if x = (a, b”), 
then XX* = 0 implies ab = 0, and so either a = 0 or b = 0. But then 
certainly x*x = 0. However, since (a, 0) . (a, 0)* = 0 for any a E D, * is not 
positive definite, and R is not normal since D is not commutative. R has no 
proper homomorphic images with * at all, and so cannot be a subdirect sum 
of “better behaved” rings with *. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain more straightforward 
proofs of the results on regular and nilpotent skew and symmetric elements 
mentioned in the Introduction [6, 131. The next theorem was stated in [13] 
only for the traces, and with the additional assumption of no nil right ideals. 
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THEOREM 3. Let R be a prime ring with * whose central closure has a 
minimal one-sided ideal. If every trace (or, every skew trace) is nilpotent or 
regular in R, then R is a domain or an order in F2 , for a$eldF. 
Proof. First, apply Theorem 1 to get that R contains subrings isomorphic 
to En , for any n < dim, V. If the scalar product is alternate, then D = C 
is a field and the involution is symplectic. If n > 2, we may let 
a 0 I 





for any 01 E E. Then a = x f x* is a trace (skew trace) in R which is neither 
regular nor nilpotent, a contradiction. Thus n = 2 = dim, V, and R is an 
order in C, . If n > 2, let 
0 a I 
0 0 I 0 
X= i 1 --__I---- oio 
for any 01 # 0 in E. Then for some dI , d2 E D, 
Then a = x f x* is in R and is neither regular nor nilpotent. Thus n = 2 
in this case also, and so Q = RC s D, . 
Now if D is not a field, then since E is an order in D, E is not co;;;utative. 
Thus there exist (Y, /3 E E such that c& # @. It follows that if x = ( ! o o E E, , 
then for some cy E E, we have x* # x. For, 
x* _ d$d,-’ 0 - 
( 1 0 0’ 
for some dI E D, so if x* = x for all 01 E E, we would have that d,Gd;’ = 01, 
for 01 E E. But then d$d;* = fl so cq9 = d$d;’ = d&d;’ = &, a contra- 
diction. Thus, for some 01, a = x - x* f 0 and is a skew trace in R which 
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is neither regular nor nilpotent, a contradiction. A similar argument shows 
that if every such x * = -x, then @ = -/3a for all x E E, which is also 
impossible. Thus for some such x, a = x + x* f 0 is a trace in R which is 
neither regular nor nilpotent, again a contradiction. Thus D must be a field, 
so RC z C, and R is an order in C, . 
COROLLARY 2 [6, Theorem 41. Let R be a prime ring in which every 
nonzero skew trace (or every trace) is regular in R. Then R is a domain or an 
order in F, , where F is a$eld. 
Proof. If every symmetric element in R is regular, then the desired 
conclusion holds by a theorem of Lanski [9] (for the characteristic 2 case, 
see [4]). Thus, we may assume that some s = s* # 0 is a zero divisor. 
If the traces Tare regular, then since STS Z T, STS = 0. Thus s(x $- x*)s = 0, 
or sxs = -sx*s, for all x E R. Then s(xsy)s = -s( y*sx*)s = -sysxs. 
Thus R satisfies the generalized polynomial identity p(x, y) = sxsys -t sysxs, 
so by Martindale’s theorem [II] RC has a minimal one-sided ideal. We are 
now done by Theorem 3. 
An analogous argument works for the skew-traces KT . 
The last corollary is related to [13, Theorem 21, where a similar result was 
proved for the traces only, with the additional assumption of no nil right 
ideals. 
COROLLARY 3. Let R be a prime ring with * in which every trace (or every 
she%> trace) is nilpotent or regular in R, and assume that R is not an order in 
F2 , for F a $eld. Then R is a domain if and only if for any x E R, xx* = 0 
implies that x*x = 0. 
Proof. If R is a domain, then xx * = 0 only when x = 0, and then 
x*x = 0 also. Thus, we may assume that R satisfies the condition that 
xx* = 0 implies x*x = 0. By Theorem 2, * must be positive-definite on R; 
that is, xx* # 0 for any x f 0 in R. It follows that no trace or skew trace 
can be nilpotent, and we are thus back into the situation of Corollary 2. 
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